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Parararapapa
Parararararararararaaah
Papapaaaah... 

I never really thought about how this work
Like how this work
Without gettin' hurt
I never really thought about how this work
Like how this girl would allow this person to
Try to make her happy
Why would he wanna make her happy in the first place
Because it makes him happy
So let me ask would you want me to make you happy

You don't have to earn my love
If I just give it
But if I give it
Girl, will you dig it
Yeah hey... 
Are you gonna accept my love
If I just give it
Coz if you give in
I'm gonna give it. and give it
And give it, and give it

It scares a lot of women when a man gives love
Because he can't be trusted
Coz it's sex he wants
So when the man who really loves her comes
He gets the thumbs down sign
Coz she's afraid to try
But I wanna make you happy
Why you wonderin' why I wanna make you happy
Because it makes me happy
You're doing none still you make me really happy

You don't have to earn my love
If I just give it
But if I give it
Girl, will you dig it
Yeah hey... 
Are you gonna accept my love
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If I just give it
Coz if you give in
I'm gonna give it. and give it
And give it, and give it

I can't keep to myself all these things
I would initially hide
I'm too frightened of regret
But what if I didn't try
To let you know what's going on
Coz to let it go just can't be done

You don't have to earn my love
If I just give it
But if I give it
Girl, will you dig it
Yeah hey... 
Are you gonna accept my love
If I just give it
Coz if you give in
I'm gonna give it. and give it
And give it, and give it
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